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“How did you survive the cold?”

ELIZABETH CRISMAN: Burned several issues of the Pamphlette for warmth.
EMMA RENNIE:  I slept in the nutria’s lair. So snuggly.
LARA SEYBERT: Cuddled up with a bacon-and-french-fries stripadilla.
SAM SEXTON: I didn’t.  My skin turned blue and I made a spear out of ice.  I think I’m a 
Game of Thrones spoiler now?

       With Obama’s endorsement of  reclassifying the internet as a utility to ensure 
companies like Comcast and AT&T cannot force users to pay more for faster internet, 
conservatives rushed to condemn the decision based on their ideas about what the 
term meant.
 
        “Net Neutrality is Obamacare for the internet,” Senator Ted Cruz said in a scath-
ing series of  tweets.  “It makes internet mandatory, and anyone without a phone or 
computer? Death panels.  That’s right: the black helicopters will scoop you up, cram 
you in a USB drive, and email you to deathpanels.gov, where you’ll be deleted.”
 
        Rick Perry, current governor of  Texas, also condemned the decision, but with an 
entirely different interpretation of  what “net neutrality” meant.  “With America under 
siege by ebola, ISIS, Russian commies, brown people who don’t want to be shot for 
no reason, and different brown people who want to live here as citizens, we cannot 
afford to stay neutral,” Perry said,  “and neither can our internet.  If  Obama wants to 
surrender to the world, that’s fine, but he won’t drag our grumpy cats and our cup girls 
and such down with him.  I’m not old! Young people should vote for me!”
However, some opponents of  Net Neutrality were actually young enough or at least 
aware enough to understand what the term means.  “Those other guys are dumb,” 
Kentucky Senator, former Pamphlette sex columnist, and smokin’ hot love machine 
Rand Paul said.  “I know exactly what net neutrality is: a government effort to stop 
the rampant monopolistic behavior of  tech companies.  But what people don’t seem 
to understand is, if  you have lots of  money like me, paying for a better service that 
could easily be cheap, or even free, is fine.  What, do you think government regulation 
can make the internet better? People keep telling me other countries with government 
mandated bandwidth have way better internet, but it takes too long for the page to 
load so I give up.  So there goes your proof.”

Conservatives outraged by what 
they think Net Neutrality is

By EC

SOMUCHTODOSOMUCHTOSEESO
MUCHTODOSOMUCHTOSEESOM
This goddamn song has been following me around for weeks. I’ve hated it with a passion since I was like 
5. Goddamn it Smash Mouth. I didn’t even like Shrek. Why am I doing this. Anyway here’s a Reed-
freshling-themed version I just cooked up.

SomeBODY once told me that Reed was gonna roll me
I ain’t the smartest tool in my class
She was reading from a book that was for a class she took
that would probably be too tough on my ass

Well, the papers start coming and they don’t stop coming
Full of  caffeine and I hit the ground running
Didn’t make sense not to live for Hum
Your brain gets smart but your bedtime’s doomed

So much to do, so much to read
So what’s wrong with taking this much speed?
You’ll never know if  you don’t go
You’ll never learn if  you don’t know

[Chorus:]
Hey now, you’re a freshman, get your game on, go cray
Hey now, you’re a Hum star, go to lecture, get laid
And all that glitters is Greek
Only Western cultures reached a peak

It’s a cool place and they say it gets colder
You’re stressed out but wait ‘til you get older
Thesising seniors beg to differ
Judging by the way they laugh as you “suffer”

The semester is going pretty quick
The weather’s getting cold so you might as well quit
My paper’s all done. How about yours?
That’s the way I like it and I’ll never get bored.

[Chorus]

Somebody once asked could I spare some Gata bread
I need to stress-eat myself  out of  this week
I said yep, what a concept
I could use a little fuel myself
And we could all use a little weed

etc.

That’s all I’ve got for now. Feel free to improve it. Hopefully by never singing it in my presence.

After sending Shia LaBeouf  a fan letter/request for Pamphlette content last week, I received 2 
responses: one from LaBeouf  himself, and one from his publicist, Ken. You can read both below:

Dear Elizabeth,

This is Shia LaBeouf ’s publicist, Ken Daniels. I’m writing on Mr. LaBeouf ’s behalf  
to thank you for your kind letter last week. Unfortunately, Mr. LaBeouf  is very busy 
with the filming of  his upcoming project, Man Down (in theaters October 2015!), 
and is thus unavailable to personally respond to fan mail. He hopes you’ll accept this 
signed photograph in place of  a personalized response.

Thank you for your letter! 

--Shia LaBeouf  & Ken Daniels

By ER

By SS

Shia LaBeouf Responds!

Is this net neutrality? A bunch of  soulless machines, talking 
to each other!? I don’t like it.  Let’s go back to telegrams.

      This semester has been rough for Moodle, Reed’s beloved online learning manage-
ment system (whatever that means.) CUS reported that Moodle made the decision to 
take a medical leave of  absence shortly before the deadline to drop classes, a first since 
Moodle was accepted to Reed more than a decade ago. After years of  serving as a hub 
for many of  Reed’s largest classes, the stress of  juggling file-sharing, class forums, and 
large-scale tests has driven Moodle to take a leave of  absence for mental health reasons.

        “It’s really quite understandable,” Jordan Lestrade told the Pamphlette on Wednes-
day. “Even professors take sabbaticals, but Moodle has been carrying on without a pause 
for more than twice as long as the average student. Imagine if  you spent ten years at 
Reed: not only would your parents slowly cut off  communication, but you’d probably 
need a break at some point as well. Obviously we wish that Moodle had decided to take 
time off  before the semester began, but it’s important to listen to your own needs and 
we support Moodle’s decision.”

        Moodle has reportedly been enjoying the time off  from its stressful job and is 
spending its newfound free time flipping all those goddamned upside-down Ereserves 
scans the right way up. It plans to return next semester.

By LS

Moodle Takes Leave of Absence


